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MAGADAN COLOSSEUM PARTICIPATION CONTRACT

I the undersigned, agree to the following terms and conditions:

1. I will pay the 50¢ administration fee (non-refundable)

2. I will arrive at the Colosseum and register 2 hours before my allotted fight slot.

3. I will provide my own arms and armour if permitted. 

4. I will only bring and use weapons and equipment into the arena consistent with the rules of the event.

5. I agree to abide by all ‘special rules’ which apply to the event I am participating in. For example, fight to the death, fight

to submission, ranged combat only etc.)

6. I agree to grant Eurasian Incorporated (hereafter E.I.) the rights to all audio-visual data collected during the event. 

7. I will only give interviews and make public appearances relating to the event with the express permission of E.I.

8. I agree to be featured on advertisements and literature related to the gladiatorial games. 

9. I agree to a one hour photo shoot and interview pre and post event. 

10. I agree to take complete legal responsibility for any non-combatants I kill or injure during the event.  

11. I agree to return all dispensed items acquired in the arena. Any property belonging to the opponent(s) is mine to retain 

if noted in the pre-match conditions. 

12. I will receive 10% of all profits from broadcasts and literature made 1 month or more after the event, which expressly 

depict me as the main character. 

13. I agree to cease all combat in the event the warning siren is given. (This will be for emergencies only)

14. I agree to be inspected before and after the match by an E.I. medic and a UIG medic for signs of illegal or restricted 

substances and equipment. If I am found with such items I agree to be punished with the full force of the law and 

expelled from the games. 

15. In the event of a draw I agree to participate in a rematch within one month providing I am physically able.

16. I agree to take no legal action against E.I. in the event of my suffering illness, wounding, maiming, brutalisation or 

mental decline as a result of partaking in the games.

17. In the event of my defeat or death I agree that my killer is entitled to any equipment I am currently in possession of 

providing that it was a condition set before the event. If removing said equipment will result in my death (e.g. removal 

of broad-scale cybernetics) then my opponent may not remove it without the assistance of a UIG licensed cyberneticist 

or appropriate technician.

18. I acknowledge that I may die in the arena and waive my family’s legal right to pursue damages against anyone involved

in the events which led to my death. 

19. In the event that I die and am restored from a backup, I will pursue no course of vengeance against E.I., my killer or 

anyone involved in the events which led to my death.

20. I will not utilise any method considered not to be in keeping with the spirit of the games. For example, deploying orbital

strikes, requesting extraction teams or making pre-match threats against my opponent’s family. Doing so will result in 

my expulsion and subjection to E.I. and UIG disciplinary policy. 

21. I will not leave the designated arena area during a match. Doing so will result in my expulsion and possible death. 

22. I agree to accept any measures that are indicated to be the cost of losing. For example, I may have my arm severed if I 

lose the match providing it is stated before I sign up. 

23. I agree to cover any costs the UIG or E.I. deem necessary to save my life in the event I may die in a match which is not 

‘to the death’. 

Conditions of my next match

Signed__________________________________________________________  Dated ___________________
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